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Monkey and me, Monkey and me, Monkey and me, We went to see... A little girl and her toy

monkey love imitating different animals, everything from jumping like kangaroos to waddling like

penguins! Open this book and play along with them.   Can you guess what animal they are now?
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This is a great children's book for children ages 3-5. The little girl with her monkey imitate what

animal they are going to see next at the zoo, and then the reader can guess what animal it will be as

they turn the page. The repetitiveness of the verse, Monkey and Me, Monkey and Me bring cadence

to the story. The illustrations are simple, but full of action and emotion-just right for kids. This story is

great for getting the child to act out the different animals.

This is a great book for a storytime! I have read it to many groups of 1-5 year olds and have had

great success with it. Books that let the child interact or move are always a big hit, and this is a fun

one. You have to get the children up on their feet...guessing which animal comes next and then

acting out the animal in movement. It's sure to be a hit!

My baby and family love this book, but the one we ordered came full of library book labels all over



the front, side and back cover and inside as well. When we purchased it online, it was never

mentioned that it was a used library book with labels from the library. If we had known that, we

would not have purchased the book as it looks, well, like a library book instead of a part of our

private collection.

As a reading teacher I have books that match figures displayed in my room. This book matches a

monkey I found at a thrift store. It is in rough shape but the price was right to display. Cute story for

younger readers.

This was another book we took out from the library so frequently that it became a favourite and must

have item. The idea behind the story, the rhythm of words and simple pictures are just great. We

love it.

Emily Gravett's illustrations are superb.The book doesn't have a story as such.My little son hasn't

taken to it as he hasto other books like those by Eric Carle.I also have Gravett's The Odd

Egg,Wolves and Meerkat Mail. Among allthese Meerkat Mail is the best--greatvisuals, and lovely

story. Orange PearApple Bear is another one that my son loves! It repeats the four wordsmagically

and the illustrations helpgreatly to make the books fascinating.

We got the book from the library and read it every night for a week. My daughter loved it! The

illustrations are adorable and she loves to guess which animal is next. And she would ask for it

every night - "monkey and me! monkey and meeee!" Sadly, we had to return it to the library to get

other books, as we do every week. Now she won't stop asking for it and saying "no monkey and

me?" all sad. So I'm buying this one!

My 3-year-old LOVES this book. It's relatively short, maybe 15 pages. It alternates between showing

a little girl playing with her monkey, and on the next page showing the animal they were imitating.

It's a LOT of fun to read with my son. As we see each page of the girl playing with her monkey, I

read him the (very quick) narration: "Monkey and me, Monkey and me, monkey and me, we went to

see..." and then we talk about what she's doing on that page.For example, on one page she's

hanging upside down with her monkey. The next page shows bats, including one hanging

upside-down just like she was. The illustrations have a cute style to them.The book can be very fast

- 2-3 minutes - or as slow as perhaps 4-5 minutes. Either way, it's a great 'last book' before bed. I've



been reading it to my son every few days for a couple months now, and it's still one of his favorites.

Highly recommend!Pro:- can be interactive, or just read to your child- a nice size with big

illustrations - it's about the size of a record album if you're old enough to remember those :)- artistic

style is nice, and the pictures of various animals (penguins, bats, elephants, monkeys, etc.) are

great!Con:- none. I love it!
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